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In brief:

year which testifies to care and
concern for those who are most
vulnerable. Contributions for the
Parkdale Food Centre are also
designated by many contributors,
both church members and from
the community. We transfer donations for the Food Centre
promptly.

Isolation and social distancing
gets more and more “normal” but
if you are feeling in need of support/help, please do not hesitate
to reach out. Rev. Bailey, Rev.
Limongi and members of the
Pastoral Care team are there to
help us at this time. They can be
contacted as follows:

We are under budget for honouring some of our Mission Outreach Justice budgeted
annual commitments which also
are helping those in need at a
time when needs are great and
their revenues are stretched.
Faye Beaufort mentions particularly the Odawa Native Friendship Centre, the Mission, Interval
House and Multi-faith Housing
and there are others.

Rev. Bailey at the church (613728-8656 Ext 222) or cell phone
(613-292-5152)
abailey@trytel.com
Rev. Limongi (613-728-8656,
Ext 224)
alcris@parkdaleunitedchurch.ca,
Mary McLeod (Chairperson of
the Pastoral Care Team)
mcleod.mm@gmail.com
Financial contributions to our
ministries have been very much
appreciated. Our staff salaries
continue to be secure, and we are
helping many people in our community during these difficult
times.

Thanks to all who have sent articles, photos as well as advice
and suggestions as we are isolated and distant one from another.
The Messenger cover image is
an Elaine West photo. Elaine is
a keen photographer and avid
gardener. Thanks for everything,
Elaine!

Contributions to our Benevolent
Fund have already equalled the
amount budgeted for the entire

IMPORTANT: When submitting photos to The Messenger, please ensure you
have asked permission of the individuals if faces are clearly recognizable.
They should know that an electronic PDF version of the Messenger is posted
to the Parkdale website.
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MINISTER’S MESSAGE

Tentative Reflections on
Our Pandemic Moment
We are in the early phases of
‘opening up’ after a very strict
‘lockdown’, in this season of
Covid-19 pandemic. Even this
news of opening up, however,
cannot help but remind us of all
we have being going through for
the past 10 weeks (at the time of
writing) as households, as cities,
as countries and as a world. It
has been unbelievable and it will
be a long time before we fully
absorb, understand and process
what we have experienced and
continue to experience.

"Who is this minister with a
corona wannabe fledgling
"Afro"?
have offered, received and witnessed.

I believe it is way too early to
articulate a fulsome evaluation
of key lessons to be learned in
this pandemic moment. God’s
wisdom suggests to me that our
cathartic task at this moment is
to articulate, but not rush past,
the pain and grief and sadness
and surprise and irritation and
‘whatever’, we are experiencing.
As well, that cathartic task also
calls us to acknowledge and celebrate the love, and courage and
support and sacrifice and hope
and prayer and recovery and
care and compassion, which we

I believe this kind of extensive
naming of our present moment,
though not totally comprehensive, acts both to subvert any
denial about how bad things are,
as well as to honour the courageous and resilient responses of
so many. I am reminded of two
very different songs that speak
to this naming; one that names
the shattering of life and dreams,
and one that proclaims the involvement of God in our recovery.
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You might remember that raw, emotionally-laden rendition of
I Dreamed a Dream in Les Miserables, sung brilliantly by Anne Hathaway. Here are some of the lyrics
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ulJXiB5i_q0)
I dreamed a dream in times gone by
When hope was high and life worth living
I dreamed that love would never die
I dreamed that God would be forgiving
Then I was young and unafraid
And dreams were made and used and wasted
There was no ransom to be paid
No song unsung, no wine untasted
But the tigers come at night
with their voices soft as thunder
As they tear your hope apart
As they turn your dream to shame
…I had a dream my life would be
So different from this hell I'm living
So different now from what it seemed
Now life has killed the dream I dreamed
As well, there is this simple and comforting song by David Haas
called We Will Rise Again (based on Isaiah 40:31)
Like a shepherd I will feed you; I will gather you with care.
I will lead you and hold you close to my heart.
Chorus: We will run and not grow weary, for our God will be our
strength. And we will fly like the eagle, we will rise again.
I am strength to the weary; to the weak I am new life.
Though the young may grow weary, I will be their hope.
Lift up your eyes, and see who made the stars.
I lead you, and I know you, I call you each by name.
Fear not, I am with you; I am your God.
I will strengthen you and help you; uphold you with my hand.
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The people of the Hebrew
Scriptures and the Christian
Scriptures have been naming
pain and suffering as well as
praising God’s provision of
restoration and healing for a
very long time. These Scriptures give us language,
framed in emotional and spiritual authenticity, that we
can use in times of trial,
suffering, tribulation and recovery.

The Scriptures also make
readily available speech and
testimony about God’s rescue
and intervention.
“O Lord my God, I cried to you
for help, and you have healed
me. Psalm 30:2
And in the same Psalm, Verse
11 proclaims “You turned my
wailing into dancing; you removed my sackcloth and
clothed me with joy.”

“Be gracious to me, Lord, for I
am languishing; O Lord, heal
me, for my bones are shaking
with terror. My soul is in deep
anguish. How long, Lord, how
long?” Psalm 6:2-3.

“The Lord will rescue me from
every evil attack and will bring
me safely to his heavenly kingdom. To him be glory for ever
and ever. Amen.”
(2 Timothy 4:18).

“Why do you stand far off, O
Lord? Why do you hide yourself in time of trouble?” asks
Psalm 10:1 plaintively.

“He has delivered us from such
a deadly peril, and he will deliver us again. On him we have
set our hope that he will continue to deliver us,”
(2 Corinthians 1:10).

And more: “How long, O
Lord? Will you forget me for
ever?” (Psalm 13:1).

As well, God commissions us
to be agents of God in healing
and in the bearing of each
other’s burdens. “Carry one
another’s burdens, and in so
doing you will fulfill the law of
Christ” (Galatians 6:1)

And there is that terrifying
cry we recognize from the
cross, “My God, my God, why
have you forsaken
me?” (Psalm 22:1).
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justice of each and every one,
and examines the mind of the
human race, asking whether
or not those who are healthy
are caring for the sick, whether relatives dutifully love their
kinsmen as they should, and
whether doctors are refusing
to abandon the afflicted in
their charge.”

Professor of Philosophy, Sam
Ben-Meir, shares a similar belief about our mutual burdencarrying responsibility to one
another, particularly in this
season of Covid-19. He writes:

“A pandemic clarifies the nature of action: that with our
every act we answer to each
other. In that light, we have a
duty to seize this public crisis
as an opportunity to reframe
our mutual responsibility to
one another and the world”

In the spirit of Bishop Cyprian,
now it is our turn to ask ourselves and each other questions.

Certain guidance can also be
derived from questions posed
in previous pandemics. In the
3 rd century C.E. (249 to 262),
under Emperor Dionysius, approximately 5,000 people
were dying every day. This
pestilence was the second of
two pandemics which marked
the very first transfers from
animal hosts to humanity.

In this month of June, we
have entered into the
liturgical season of Pentecost…celebrating God’s Spirit
at work in us and in the
world.
So…
What are some of the questions we have in this time of
Pandemic?
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________

At that time, Cyprian, the
Bishop of Carthage writes:
“How fitting, how necessary it
is that this plague and pestilence which seems horrible
and deadly, searches out the
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What is God teaching me/us in
this season?
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________

Here is the contingency plan to promote connection (Parkdale Web) in
different ways. Contact Rev. Alcris
Limongi or a Web Weaver to be
connected.

What would we like to see
taking place? What else can
we do to be agents of God’s
burden-bearing and blessing?
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________

1. PARKDALE BUDDIES: The
idea is to have someone with whom
to check in everyday or frequently,
in this rapidly changing reality. This
will help in identifying those in need
of further pastoral care.
2. POSTAL CODE BUDDIES:
Buddy Groups based on Postal codes
from the congregational email list to
keep Parkdalers connected, to encourage and support each other and
to be aware of other’s needs

(Ask your own questions
Here...)

3. PEW BUDDIES: connect with
those who usually sit close to you in
the sanctuary on Sunday Worship

_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________

4. PRAYER BUDDIES: Sometimes
it is difficult to pray on our own in a
time like this…
5. PARKDALE SPIDER WEB:
Connecting existent groups and
committees in a web of connections.
Each group has a leader called Web
Weaver. Some of the groups are:
• Moving in Spirit
• Prayer Group
• Cancer Prayer Group

Be Blessed
Anthony
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PARKDALE’S COFFEE
KLATCH

Prayer Shawl
Caring Kitchens
Small Groups
Women’s Retreat
Summer Women’s Retreat
Men’s Breakfast
Gracefield
Godly Play
Sunday School Teachers
IFTC
Tuesday Bible Study
DaleSong
Senior Choir
Ignite
Bazaar
Rummage Sale
Young Adults and Youth
Book Club
Sound
Projection
Council
Ushers

The Klatch Zooms on Tuesdays
at 3:00 pm. (Ed. Note: It must be
fun because Anthony’s unique
laugh can be clearly heard
throughout the office area and
beyond!) All are welcome to
join for conversation and to
“check in” with others. Use your
laptop, phone, iPad. Make sure
that your microphone and camera are on.
https://zoom.us/j/5637388533
For further instructions, Email
alcris@parkdaleunitedchurch.ca
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Abbeyfield House Seniors’ Residence
425 Parkdale Ave.,
Ottawa, ON
April 29, 2020
Dear neighbours and friends,
Our garden at Abbeyfield House Ottawa qualified with the Canadian
Wildlife Federation as a Wildlife Habitat in 2019. You will see a
plaque displayed on our sign out on the front lawn. This means we have
documented and continue to expand our collection of native plants preferred by birds and insects. We maintain bird feeders and a water
source. The garden has a natural look as opposed to a more formal design.
We would like to invite neighbours to join us in support of this developing habitat and enjoy the results. So far we have noticed an increase
in butterflies and bees. As well as a rabbit and pigeons on the lawn, we
have observed chickadees and sparrows visiting our birdfeeders and
recently a pair of cardinals has taken up residence.
We would appreciate neighbourly cooperation in limiting or
eliminating the use of pesticides and in putting cigarette butts in waste
containers.
Thank you for the many encouraging
comments from passers-by. We do
appreciate it.

Contact Camilla Amundsen
lcamundsen37@gmail.com
Abbeyfield’s
Salad Table
A designated Wildlife
Habitat Garden and a
newly commissioned
and beautifully constructed “Salad Table”.
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CENTRE 510
A Drop-In Centre
an outreach of Odawa
Native Friendship Centre
Recently I spoke with Carrie
Diabo, Director, at Centre 510
to find out the situation during
COVID 19. She informed me
that staff continue to serve
breakfast from 8:00 to 9:30 on
a takeout basis. A takeout
lunch program offers hot
meals i.e. stew and soups
from 12-1:00. The showers
may be offered soon.

been generously supplied by
individuals from Parkdale
United Church, are: men’s
pants, ladies clothes sizes. 24, shoes, handi -wipes and
various types of snack foods
for takeaway.

A janitor/security person was
recently hired. Other programs such as mental health,
employment, mothers/children
activity group have been postponed. Support is available by
phone.

Parkdale United Church,
through the Mission, Outreach
and Justice committee, has
actively supported Centre 510
since their reopening on July
7, 2015. Government funding
had been withdrawn. Now
they receive adequate funding. Your stewardship enables
Parkdale to donate to the
Centre each year.

An additional service, which is
very essential, is the Bannock
Bus. The route covers the
downtown and Sandy Hill areas. Meals are available which
cater to a First Nations diet.
The Bus runs five days a
week and serves anywhere
from 25 to 50 people from 4-7
pm.

The staff always appreciate
more volunteer involvement to
assist with meal preparation
and cleanup.
Submitted by Elaine West

Current requests, which have
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AT HOME WITH THE ANDREWS FAMILY...
When this extraordinary time is over
and we look back on all the odd
quirks of “Covid Culture”, Ellen
Andrews begins, I think our family
is going to seem like some sort of
exaggerated stereotype.

found new places in our community
to go for walks. We’ve learned
new things about our neighbours
(one of whom sewed so many caps
and headbands for us healthcare
workers that she wore out her sewing machine).

Home schooling? Yup, for four
kids. And add to that home Highland
Dance, home guitar lessons and
home Grade 8 piano exam.

Theo has learned to type and watch
the birds, Rosie has mastered cursive handwriting and video chats,
Isaac is leading productions for
stop motion Lego videos and sing
alongs, Freddy is running a home
gym while teaching himself the
Grade 11 curriculum and Scott is
recording music and making blog

Unemployment? For sure. Freddy
isn’t teaching swimming anymore
and Scott has had a layoff and
launched an independent technical
teaching and computer consulting
business.
Grocery issues? We’ve changed
how and where we shop as we pursue the elusive flour.
Sourdough? Don’t forget to feed
the starter!
Healthcare? I used to have a job in
a hospital. Now I’m a masked and
gowned “Healthcare worker” with
all the pride, purpose and, sometimes, crushing worry that entails.

posts. And for me, I’ve been finding ways to bring joy, safety and
support to my co-workers. Thus
“Kiss Off Covid” Fridays and my
tacky blue lipstick. Care is prayer.

In the midst of the disruption we are
finding silver linings. We are seeing
more of our kids and our teens have
taken over most of the meal preparation with fantastic results. Scott had
been unhappy with his work and is
now more positive and energized
than he has been in years. We’ve

Our family worship experience has
also changed. While we miss Parkdale, we are enjoying a slower Sunday. The younger kids do Zoom
Sunday School and then we all sit
around the family room TV with
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prayer and so we keep on, only distant on the surface.
Ellen Andrews
May 2020

various phones and tablets to follow
the service. One kid draws while
listening, another looks up word
definitions, another leads the singing while the fourth does some deep
leg stretches partway through the
sermon. I am reminded about the
experiences of the pioneer settlers
who didn’t have access to a weekly
church service and had to worship
at home. It also echoes in small
lovely ways the experiences of the
early church which we have been
reading about in Acts.
We are all living with a great sense
of not knowing what comes next,
how the road leads from here. And
so we are living in the present. It is
like walking through a forest at
night with the flashlight beam only
shining a few steps ahead. So we
move carefully and trust that we
will see the next step when it is time
to take it.
But the dark woods are thick with
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Ellen goes to
work… In scrubs,
a mask and under
the mask? Tacky
BLUE lipstick!

were onerous. The goal was 2500
gowns.

Operation Gowns
submitted by Valerie Hum

Beginning in early April various
sewing groups and churches were
contacted by Respond Ottawa. Four
weeks later over 200 sewers were
busy making gowns from purchased
broadcloth courtesy of C&M Textiles and from donations of used bed
sheets. C&M Textiles on Merivale
Road made an initial donation of
fabric out of the 2000 meters that
eventually were used. But as the
sewing progressed it was realized

When the call went out to the Parkdale United Church community,
through Rev. Anthony Bailey, to
sew isolation gowns for front line
workers, it was not a hard decision
to volunteer as a sewer and as a coordinator. Many people were looking for a way to offer their support
in any way they could, either
through services, transportation, or
financial donations to a needy cause.
Ottawa Inner City Health (OICH) is
an organization that provides health
care to the homeless and street communities that are particularly vulnerable to COVID-19. Wendy Muckle,
CEO of OICH, and her team of volunteers, had converted a downtown
Community Centre to a selfisolation facility for the homeless
and street communities. Dr. Jeff
Turnbull, past President of the Canadian Medical Association and
Medical Director of OICH, led a 24
-hour medical team, along with other physicians, to care for those who
would otherwise have nowhere else
to go. OICH’s mobile unit has been
visiting shelters and other spots
around the city, to help identify people in the city’s homeless population
who could have COVID-19.

that recycling used bed sheets was
not only a boost to the budget but to
saving the environment. With the
final tally, just over 55% of sewers
used their own fabric or sheets.
Michael and Leonor Ward along
with Louwrens Stassen were the
original organizers of this project.
Myself and two other women sewers
(Deborah D. and Kathryn H.) from
Ecoequitable, were co-opted into
becoming regional coordinators to
manage the distribution of fabric and
receipt of gowns. Drivers Donna,

The need to provide cloth isolation
gowns for the workers was important both from a health protection
point of view and a financial one, as
the weekly rental rates for gowns
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showed great empathy and kindness to his clients. He was very
active in setting up safe injection
sights and was a vocal advocate
towards improving their lives. Unfortunately his own health failed
and he died at the Ottawa Hospital's Heart Institute on April 14,
2019. When I received the information about sewing gowns to protect OICH workers against Covid19, I felt it would be a tribute to
Rick and his work to become involved. It is such a worthwhile
project.”

Melanie, Louise, Elyse and Gen
ferried fabric and gowns up and
down the valley extending from
Plantagenet, Orleans, OttawaKanata, Gatineau, Dunrobin, Almonte, Carleton Place, Renfrew,
Morrisburg, Kemptville and even to
Huntsville. Gown Instruction producers Louwrens, Mary and Anne
were responsible for multiple versions that were revised and revised.
Eventually 250 sewers were on
board after our story went live on
CBC FM radio and CTV news Ottawa.
The stories I heard about why people volunteered were so heartwarming that they need to be shared.

Ottawa sewer Andrea was delighted to take on this project while
caring for her 91 year old mother,
Mrs. P in Oshawa. Making masks
was a bit tricky for her mom, but
the gown project was something
that allowed mom and daughter to
collaborate. It was also something
where her mom could still bring
her long time expertise in sewing,
(which was great because with her
advanced age we've done a bit of a
role reversal). It also gave her a
real sense of purpose in the midst
of all of this.

Parkdale’s very own Mary Sproule
wanted to honour the memory of
her son Rick who worked for OICH
for many years. “He loved his job,
his co-workers and especially his
clients who are among the most
vulnerable people in Ottawa. He
was a peer worker, he had experienced addiction himself and having
recovered wanted to help others
facing similar problems. He

Wendy Muckle (Ottawa Inner City
Health) gave a really good interview on CBC the other morning, so
I tried to take to heart her comment
about how many of her clients are
wary, if not downright afraid of
things institutional, and being cared
for by these non-human looking
people all covered up in PPE is
intimidating for them. So instead of
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trying to make the gowns look
"professional" I changed to making
them light and silly, mixing up colours and patterns from different
sheets. I hope it gives the wearers a
little chuckle, and puts her clients a
little more at ease.

in-ottawa-s-shelters-1.4936498
ottawagowns4homeless@gmail.com
Facebook: ottawagowns4homeless
Instagram: ottawagowns4homeless
https://
www.ottawainnercityhealth.ca [2]
and add the subject “Operation

Since airing on CTV we are up to
260 sewers and have been gifted
with more sheets than we can use.

How The Messenger Got Its
Name

So far the 1193 gowns delivered
have gone to the following locations:
250 @ Shepherds Of Good Hope
250 @ The Mission
250 @ Salvation Army
53 @ Hope Living
90 @ Targeted Emergency Diversion
30 @ Managed Alcohol Program
60 @ Carruthers
60 @ The Oaks
60 @ Rita Thompson Residence
90 @ Men’s Special Care Unit
(Isolation)

Prior to the launch of Parkdale’s
newsletter, the congregation was
invited to suggest possible
names. I don’t recall it being
called a competition, but in
church one Sunday, it was announced that my title - Messenger of Hope - was the winner.
The grand prize was a copy of
the CD We Are Singing, by the
choir of Parkdale United Church.
The title was subsequently abbreviated to The Messenger
which aptly describes the role of
our newsletter.

Here is the link to the CTV interview featuring two of our very own
Parkdale sewers, Chris King and
Judy Reid. At presstime, we are at
about 85% of our goal of gowns
made.

HAPPY 20TH TO
THE
MESSENGER

Sewers and sheets are no longer
being recruited, however OICH
would welcome any financial contribution.

Gloria
Anderson

https://ottawa.ctvnews.ca/volunteers
-sew-2-500-ppe-gowns-to-be-used-
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A River Called Life.
Dedicated to Vita and Leo
Savelev 60th Anniversary
November 9, 1955. The first
party of our University group. A
boy with luxurious black curls
sits next to me and never again
moves from this place. From
March 18, 1960 to March 18,
2020, - we are a husband and
wife. You can view pictures
made on these dates. Don't you
think, this is the LOVE? Could
you live without your arm, your
leg, your head even when you
do not like them? Do you think,
there is no romantic in my
words? But, how about 60 years
of an amazing life? Amazing life
- because EVERYTHING was
there. Below is the story about
us: V. + L. (Vita and Leo)

waters of other streams and rivers.
First there was the lake TemirTau in Kazakhstan. On its banks
was built a large steel plant,
which swallowed water from the
lake and then spit it back there.
V. + L. with the same as they are
young, just graduated engineers,
began to build a well-known Kazakhstan Magnitka.[1]. Difficulties of everyday life, work and
climate helped them to overcome

Once upon a time - were V. + L.
One day they got into a boat and
sailed along the small streamlet
called Life. It flowed through
the city of Kharkov in Ukraine.
They had just graduated from
University and knew that the
stream can become a fullflowing river, just taking in the

This story was written in Russian for a blitz tournament organized by the
Russian Literature portal in 2005. The name of the tournament was “Is it
possible to enter twice in the same river?” My reviewer called my story The
One-Page Family Saga. Vita Savelieva for The Messenger, June 2020
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the dissimilarity of characters and
views. The boat has not collapsed, but has expanded baggage of acquired knowledge and
life experience. Having also their
son on a board, V. + L. came
back to the stream Life, flowing
through the city of Kharkov. That
stream had already become a river.

through the town of their ancestors. A new ship with a dock was
bought, because there were already five of them.
Everything seemed to be well,
but event called Gorbachev's Perestroika happened, and the family became actively involved in it.
Sweet word “Freedom!” soon
turned into a tragic event: the
nephew, who had a common
business with their son was shot,
and V. + L. urgently sold the
ship, dock, and everything else in
order to send a young family to
the distant city of Montreal. They
were left alone, with nothing on
the bank of the river Life, turned
into a small stream again. The
family had produced a rule: “You
can go to where you can return
from to the city of Kharkov.
However, after a year, placing in
one scale a son, but on the other
– everything else, V. + L. chose
the son and flew to Montreal in
order not to come back.

As already mentioned, the TemirTau water, which filled the river
Life, was not the best quality. It
had to be filtered. V. + L. made a
stop at the city of Kharkov for 17
years, filtering their river and
keeping their ship (after all, there
were already three of them) on
the dock. The river gradually
cleared, but become shallow. The
ship was replenished by
knowledge and experience, but
became worn-out because of all
kinds of storms and bad weather.
Leaving the ship with their already adult son on a board at the
dock of Kharkov, V. + L. left to
the shore of a powerful reservoir
Surgut in West Siberia [2]. They
wanted to enrich the water of
their river Life and eventually
solve the problem: “Into where
will the River fall in?” Returning
after 7 years with powerful tanks,
V. + L. were ready to resolve this
issue, the 3rd time entering into
the river Life, which flows

After landing at the airport in
Montreal, they had no boat, nor
stream, nor even the idea of the
streams, by which they can swim.
It was only a temporary place in
son’s shaky boat. But, they knew
the most important thing: the
name of the river, on which they
must swim: “The New Life”. The
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doubt it. They are already 82, and
the time when the river will fall
in is already visible. Even it is
also known into where the river
New Life will fall in.
But, as Russian expression says:
“It is not an evening yet...”
Vita Savelieva
April 17 2020
Footnotes
[1] From Wikipedia: “On July 3,
1960 the first and only blast furnace
in all of the Central Asia and Kazakhstan was launched. That date
was the birthday of Kazakhstan
Magnitka - the Karaganda Metallurgical Plant. The young metallurgist
Nazarbayev together with experienced craftsmen took part in first
Kazakhstan cast iron smelting.” It is
also about V. + L.

creek began in Montreal, replenishing and replenishing. There
were many powerful sources
there, and V. + L. had the experience of how to extract the water
from them for their river. V. + L.
soon sailed smoothly, rocking on
the waves of the river New Life.
This river is now flows through
the capital of Canada, Ottawa.
The river is beautiful, clean, they
are well fed and safety. There are
no dramatic rapids, storms, waterfalls, not even the winds. Feeling bored? Perhaps, but V. + L.
are able to entertain themselves
and arrange dramas.

[2] Surgut is a center of Russian Gas
and Oil industry. We worked at Surgut Electric Power Station,
the second-largest gas-fired power
station in the world (first is in United
Arab Emirates). At that time
(1980th) the development of this
region just started, and we lived first
in a railway carriage just brought to
the field.

Will V. + L. return to the bank of
the river Life, flowing through
Kharkov again? Periodically they
plunge into it, but for good - I
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LECTIONARY
Readings for Pentecost and the
Season After Pentecost
First Readings and Psalm, Alternate First Readings and Psalm;
Second Readings (from Corinthians and Romans) and the Gospel
from Matthew and John
JUNE
Pentecost Sunday May 31:
Acts 2:1–21 or Numbers 11:24–30
Psalm 104:24–34, 35b 1 Corinthians
12:3b–13 or Acts 2:1–21 John 20:19–
23 or John 7:37–39

JULY
Fifth after Pentecost July 5
Genesis 24:34–38, 42–49, 58–67
Psalm 45:10–17 or Song of Solomon
2:8–13 Zechariah 9:9–12 Psalm
145:8–14 Romans 7:15–25a Matthew 11:16–19, 25–30
Sixth after Pentecost July 12
Genesis 25:19–34 Psalm 119:105–
112 Isaiah 55:10–13 Psalm 65:(1–8),
9–13 Romans 8:1–11 Matthew 13:1–
9, 18–23

Trinity Sunday June 7:
Genesis 1:1—2:4a Psalm 8 2 Corinthians 13:11–13 Matthew 28:16–20

Seventh after Pentecost July 19
Genesis 28:10–19a Psalm 139:1–12,
23–24 Wisdom of Solomon 12:13,
16–19 or Isaiah 44:6–8 Psalm 86:11
–17 Romans 8:12–25 Matthew 13:24
–30, 36–43

Second after Pentecost June 14:
Genesis 18:1–15, (21:1–7) Psalm
116:1–2, 12–19 Exodus 19:2–8a
Psalm 100 Romans 5:1–8 Matthew
9:35—10:8, (9–23)

Eighth after Pentecost July 26
Genesis 29:15–28 Psalm 105:1–11,
45 b or Psalm 128 1 Kings 3:5–12
Psalm 119:129–136 Romans 8:26–
39 Matthew 13:31–33, 44–52

Third after Pentecost June 21
Genesis 21:8–21 Psalm 86:1–10, 16–
17 Jeremiah 20:7–13 Psalm 69:7–10,
(11–15), 16–18 Romans 6:1b–11
Matthew 10:24–39
Fourth after Pentecost June 28
Genesis 22:1–14 Psalm 13 Jeremiah
28:5–9 Psalm 89:1–4, 15–18 Romans
6:12–23 Matthew 10:40–42

AUGUST

Ninth after Pentecost August 2
Genesis 32:22–31 Psalm 17:1–7, 15
Isaiah 55:1–5 Psalm 145:8–9, 14–21
Romans 9:1–5 Matthew 14:13–21
Tenth after Pentecost August 9
Genesis 37:1–4, 12–28 Psalm 105:1
–6, 16–22, 45 b 1 Kings 19:9–18
Psalm 85:8–13 Romans 10:5–15
Matthew 14:22–33
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LECTIONARY (CONT’D)
Eleventh after Pentecost August 16
Genesis 45:1–15 Psalm 133 Isaiah
56:1, 6–8 Psalm 67 Romans 11:1–2
a, 29–32 Matthew 15:(10–20), 21–28
Twelfth after Pentecost August 23
Exodus 1:8—2:10 Psalm 124 Isaiah
51:1–6 Psalm 138 Romans 12:1–8
Matthew 16:13–20

After the Second Vatican Council of
1962–1965, the Roman Catholic
Church introduced a three-year cycle
with each year beginning on the first
Sunday of Advent which is the Sunday between November 27 and December 3 inclusive.

ABOUT THE LECTIONARY
A lectionary is a book or listing of
scripture readings appointed for
Christian or Judaic worship on a given day or occasion. The Talmud
claims that the practice of reading
appointed Scriptures on given days
dates back to the time of Moses and
began with the religious festivals of
Passover, Pentecost, and the Feast of
Tabernacles.

We are currently in Year A of the
cycle. Readings for Sundays and
feast days include four passages of
Scripture taken from the Old Testament, the Gospels and Epistles and
one from the Psalms.

By the Medieval era the Jewish community had a standard schedule of
scripture readings from the Torah and
the prophets and early Christians
adopted the Jewish customs, with
readings from the Old Testament and
from the writings of the Apostles and
Evangelists.
Lectionaries typically go through the
scriptures logically, choosing texts for
their appropriateness on particular
occasions. Not all of the Christian
Church uses the same lectionary.
Throughout history, many varying
lectionaries have been used in
different parts of the Christian world.
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In the United Church of Canada, we
use the Revised Common Lectionary
(RCL) which is based on the threeyear Roman Catholic lectionary and
was introduced in 1994 after broad
consultation among churches. This
Protestant lectionary gives greater
emphasis to Old Testament passages
and to Wisdom literature. This year,
Year A, gospel readings are from
Matthew. Gospel readings in Years
B and C will be from Mark and
Luke. The Gospel of John is read
annually through Easter and in other
liturgical seasons as appropriate including Advent, Christmas,and Lent.
Kathleen Stephenson

BIRTHDAY NEWS
Our warmest greetings to the following
birthday people:
JUNE

JULY

1st Brenda Mercier
1st Maggie Trant
2nd Frederick Andrews
2nd Fin Wicke
2nd Deborah Bellware
5th Maurice Mercier
5th Renee Hoyte
8th Jim Thain
8th Bruce Okumu
8th Emily-Rose Clark
8th Corinne Yantzi
10th Wade Thornton
11th Keith Brown
11th Dina Epale
12th Michael Bailey
12th Samara Wright
15th Samuel Clark
15th Helen Creasey
16th Julee Pauling
16th Conor Truax
18th Ted Radstake
19th Michelle Bailey
20th Ini Akpan
22nd Ryan Angus
22nd Paul Crabtree
22nd Sheridon Nelson
23rd Mary Dawson
23rd Danielle Gougeon
24th Kevin Crocker
27th Jonah Lusby
28th Elijah Deschamps
29th Chris King

2nd Malcolm Sparling
5th Nathan Christopher
6th Paul Goyette
9th Mary Smellie
9th Malcolm Burnett
10th Sophie Lagrandeur-Dufresne
13th Vivica Mercy
14th Mathilda Millar
15th David Baird
16th Kristin Bailey
17th Carolyn Faught
19th Xavier Jeglic
20th Akua Mercy
22nd Pearl Hanna
22nd Kristin Angus
22nd Jacob Johnston
22nd Jessica Truax
27th Matthew Trant
27th Alexander Trant
29th Holly Koenig
29th Meirin McGuinty
29th Elodie Barry-Drummond
AUGUST
3rd Jennifer Payne
6th Julia Bell
6th Bilal Huggins
If you would like your birthday kept
secret, just let the office know and
we will leave you off the list.
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FOOD FOR THE SOUL BODY
Take walnut size pieces of mixture
and roll in more corn flakes. (This
means the walnut sized pieces not
This is the recipe featured in the first yourself.)
issue of The Messenger in 2001!
Bake at 350° for about 15-20
Beat together until light and fluffy
minutes or until cornflakes are gold(Note that this means the batter, not en. Makes about 24 cookies.
yourself)
*The editor has checked with Debbie
− 1 cup butter or margarine
regarding alternatives to cornflakes
− 1 cup sugar
for this, the 200th issue of The Messenger! She is not enthusiastic about
Add two eggs and beat. Fold in
non-traditional Chocky Rocks!
− 1 teaspoon vanilla
− 2 cups cake and pastry flour
− 2 teaspoons of baking powder
Debbie’s Chocky Rocks
(An old Australian Recipe)

Fold in
− 2 cups cornflakes*
− 1 cup chocolate chips
7th Shayla McQuinn
8th Derek Grozinger
8th Barbara Hennessy
8th Kathleen Stephenson
9th Robert Scott
10th Isaac Andrews
16th Callum Barden-Underhill
17th Janice Gray
17th Joyce Webster
17th Romana O’Brien
19th Dominique Ahmed-Robin
20th Teofil Monafu
22ndWally Prater
23rd Larry King
24th Devraj McDonald

24th James Benjamin Harman
26th Gretchen Koch
26th Destin Amisi
28th John Butcher
28th Emmett Deschamps
29th Mary Tsikouras
30th Olivia McLachlan
31st Matthew Baker
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO ALL!
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NEWS FROM THE PEWS
Val Hum added this note to the
email in which she sent her article
about the gowns. See p. 14 “Thank
goodness I wrote up most of this
story before last Sunday when I fell
off my bike and broke my collar
bone—Arggh. Figured out how to
type with two hands with arm in
sling. Surgery is Tuesday then long
recovery. Len blow dried my
hair ...not a thing of beauty but we
had a good laugh!” We’ll be thinking about you and Leonard, Val!

Pamby or at least friends!)
What follows, very surprisingly, is
news from the pews from the pews!
It is a bit longer than most news
items. Here’s their news:
Up to now, we didn’t really think we
had much news but now we really
do. We are really missing the bums.
Never thought we would say that but
it’s true. Up till now, we were relieved every time the congregation
sang a hymn because they were up in
the air for a little while. We miss the
singing right now during worship
services and choir practices. But
there is other news to share.

And also a thank you to Val. Chris
King sent this request to The Messenger: Please send kudos to Val and
her husband, Len. She has worked
continuously to coordinate over 100
volunteers, organize distribution of
fabric and receive and distribute
finished gowns. Their garage has
been filled to capacity with fabric
and donated sheets with so many
comings and goings that she had to
tell the neighbours what was happening at their house! Thank you, Val
and Leonard.

Maybe most people don’t know that
there was a squirrel in the sanctuary
for several days. A bit of excitement
for us and we don’t know when and
how he or she made a get-away.
Maybe in the trap that Richard set?
And maybe it’s still around somewhere in the church. We aren’t sure
what the rest of the church is like but
imagine lots of places for squirreling
away. Maybe someone can fill in the
rest of the story for us all.

Headline: “CBC Ottawa anchors
win Canadian Screen Award” At
this year’s (virtual) Canadian Screen
Awards celebration, Lucy van Oldenbarnaveld and Adrian Harewood
won the best local anchor award!
Congratulations to Lucy and Adrian.
Adrian is the son of Parkdale’s John
Harewood. (Maybe that means
Adrian’s also related to Namby and

The other excitement is that Norman
is on his hands and knees painting
the floor under us. We like that too
although sometimes we get splashed
a bit. As you can imagine, it is a
change of perspective for us.
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NEWS FROM THE PEWS
We want to thank our ministers for
standing so close to us when they are
conducting worship in an almost
empty sanctuary on Saturday mornings. They are right down at our
level.
Just last Sunday, the Sunday before
Pentecost, we confessed together
about stress and getting so worn out.
As you know we are 89 now, and so,
yes, we are getting worn out. However, we bear it in silence. (We
joined our people in confessing that
sometimes we lose our tempers, but
we don’t really.)

IN REMEMBRANCE
Sincere condolences are extended to
Eleanor Hicks on the death of her
husband Russell at the Peter D.
Clark Centre, and to Pearl Hanna
whose sister Jean Heatherington
died in April.

Then Psalm 68 was about smoke and
fire and rain and those are very scary
for us. But in the last verse that we
read together, we all said “Awesome
is God in his sanctuary…” That
makes us happy but it is humbling
too.

We also extend sympathy to Wendell Pitt whose brother, William
Lamonte Pitt, died in Barbados.

And on that same day, Reverend
Anthony was kind of preaching directly to us: Humility, Anxiety and a
New Foundation. We’re really interested in the talk about a new foundation which we first heard about at a
congregational meeting a while back
and we are anxious about how we’d
fit into a new sanctuary. Maybe
some of you wonder about that too..

Our condolences are also with the
family and dear ones of Fran
McVey, wife of John , mother of
Hilary, Megan and Mark and grandmother of five, and with Susan Bailey whose mother, Kathryn Bailey,
died in recent weeks. Danica Rogers and her family are also mourning the death of her uncle.
We remember you and your loved
ones in our prayers!
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PRAYERS DURING THE PANDEMIC
20 Prayers to Pray During This
Pandemic *
In recent days, as COVID-19 has
been declared a global pandemic
and countries have taken urgent
measures to stem the spread of
infection, I wish I could say that
my first impulse has been to
pray. It’s probably more honest
to say that I’ve obsessively refreshed my feeds.

With that in mind, I’ve put together a list of 20 prayers to pray during this pandemic. Each one addresses the specific needs of a
specific community. I’m fortunate
to be a part of a church with many
medical professionals, some of
whom gave me advice on how
best to pray for them at this time.
I’ve included their responses here.
I’ve also tried to think broadly
about how the rest of us are impacted by the
current crisis.

The crisis is urgent, and I feel
powerless. But perhaps feeling
small is the best reminder to
pray. Prayer is how we actively
practice believing, so simply, so
confidently, that God has the
whole world in his hands. It’s
where we “let petitions and
praises shape our worries into
prayers, letting God know our
concerns” (Phil. 4:6–7, The Message). Prayer is never the last
resort of God’s people. It is our
first point of action.

This list isn’t comprehensive, of
course, but it’s a good place to
start. My hope is that it can provide words for us as we pray collectively (if also virtually!) as a
church body. We believe there is a
God who bends his ear to listen,
and so we pray:

1. For the sick and infected: God,
heal and help. Sustain bodies and
spirits. Contain the spread of infection.
2. For our vulnerable populations:
God, protect our elderly and those
suffering from chronic disease.
Provide for the poor, especially
the uninsured.
3. For the young and the strong:

* This article first appeared on
ChristianityToday.com in June,
2020. Used by permission of
Christianity Today, Carol Stream,
IL 60188. Thank you, Susan
Mailer, for suggesting publication.
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distancing in the shelter system:
Protect them from disease, and
provide isolation shelters in every city.
10. For international travelers
stuck in foreign countries: God,
help them return home safely
and quickly.
11. For Christian missionaries
throughout the world, especially
in areas with high rates of infection: God, provide them with
words of hope, and equip them
to love and serve those around
them.
12. For workers in a variety of
industries facing layoffs and financial hardship: God, keep
them from panic, and inspire
your church to generously support them.
13. For families with young children at home for the foreseeable
future: God, help mothers and
fathers to partner together creatively for the care and flourishing
of their children. For single
mothers and fathers, grow their
networks of support.
14. For parents who cannot stay
home from work but must find
care for their children: God, present them with creative solutions.
15. For those in need of regular
therapies and treatments that

God, give them the necessary
caution to keep them from unwittingly spreading this disease.
Inspire them to help.
4. For our local, provincial, state,
and federal governments: God,
help our elected officials as they
allocate the necessary resources
for combatting this pandemic.
Help them to provide more tests.
5. For our scientific community,
leading the charge to understand
the disease and communicate its
gravity: God, give them
knowledge, wisdom, and a persuasive voice.
6. For the media, committed to
providing up-to-date information:
God, help them to communicate
with appropriate seriousness
without causing panic.
7. For consumers of media, looking to be well-informed: God,
help us find the most helpful local
information to equip us to be
good neighbors. Keep us from
anxiety and panic, and enable us
to implement the recommended
strategies, even at a cost to ourselves.
8. For those with mental health
challenges who feel isolated, anxious, and helpless: God, provide
them every necessary support.
9. For the homeless, unable to
practice the protocols of social
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must now be postponed: God,
help them to stay patient and
positive.
16. For business leaders making
difficult decisions that affect the
lives of their employees: God,
give these women and men wisdom, and help them to lead selfsacrificially.
17. For pastors and church leaders faced with the challenges of
social distancing: God, help them
to creatively imagine how to pastor their congregants and love
their cities well.
18. For college and university
students, whose courses of study
are changing, whose placements
are canceled, whose graduation
is uncertain: God, show them
that while life is uncertain, their
trust is in you.
19. For Christians in every neighborhood, community, and city:
May your Holy Spirit inspire us to
pray, to give, to love, to serve,
and to proclaim the gospel, that
the name of Jesus Christ might
be glorified around the world.
20. For frontline health care
workers, we thank you for their
vocational call to serve us. We
also pray: God, keep them safe
and healthy. Keep their families
safe and healthy.
− God, help them to be knowl-

edgeable about the diagnosis
and treatment of this disease,
as well as the changing protocols.
− God, help them to stay clearminded in the midst of the surrounding panic.
− God, deliver them from anxiety
for their own loved ones (aging
parents, children, spouses,
roommates).
− God, give them compassion for
every patient in their care.
− God, provide for them financially, especially if they fall ill
and are unable to work.
− God, help Christians in health
care to exhibit extraordinary
peace, so that many would ask
about the reason for their
hope. Give them opportunities
to proclaim the gospel.
God, we trust that you are good
and do good. Teach us to be your
faithful people in this time of
global crisis. Help us to follow in
the footsteps of our faithful
shepherd, Jesus, who laid down
his life for the sake of love. Glorify his name as you equip us with
everything needed for doing
your will. Amen.
Jen Pollock Michel is the author
of Teach Us to Want, Keeping Place,
and Surprised by Paradox. She lives
with her husband and five children in
Toronto.
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SMALL GROUPS USING
PHONE OR VIDEOCHAT

Cup of Life’. If you are interested in joining us please contact

There are two options available, if you are interested to
participate please let Alcris
know by email.

alcris@parkdaleunitedchurch.ca

for more info. The book is
electronically available on
Kindle (under $10).

WEDNESDAY EVENING
SMALL GROUP
(7:00 – 8:30 pm
starting April 29th)

FRIDAY MORNING
SMALL GROUP
(10:30 – 11:30 am
starting May 8th)

Sabbath Pause: Seven Weeks Liturgy of the Ordinary, by
Tish Harrison Warren.
of Daily Practices

These small group sessions
will encourage us to build in
spiritual structure through spiritual daily practices in our unplanned Corona Virus pause.
We will use the book Sabbath
Pause: Seven Weeks of Daily
Practices written by Terry
Chapman, a renowned scholar
and spiritual director. The author uses poetry, Scripture,
questions and prose to encourage us to breathe, reflect on a
Scripture verse, focus on a daily intention, pray/journal, and
listen to what God might be
saying to us. The methodology
is the same as we used in ‘The
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“In overlooked moments and
routines, we can become
aware of God’s presence in
surprising ways. How do we
embrace the sacred in the ordinary and the ordinary in the
sacred? Each chapter in this
book looks at something that
the author does during the day
— making the bed, brushing
her teeth, losing her keys…life
through the lens of liturgy, of
our Sunday worship service.
The book is available on Kindle (amazon books) (under
$10).

of our ministers, who are normally best positioned to be
aware of individual needs and
crises, and are equipped to offer
appropriate and confidential consultation when needed.

Parkdale’s Benevolent Fund
The origin of the word benevolent comes from the Latin root
bene, meaning “well” and
volent, a verb meaning “to
wish.” From this we derive the
adverb benevolence, which the
Oxford Dictionary defines as “a
kind act or gift, or the doing of
kind things for others.”

“Sometimes, members will inform us of various emerging
needs. Once made aware of the
need, then in consultation with
the family and/or individual, we
determine the best and most respectful way to help,” says Dr.
Anthony Bailey. For instance, it
could be to assist with a hydro
bill or a past-due rent situation,
infant care needs, or emergency
transportation.

This terminology perfectly summarizes one of Parkdale United
Church’s fundamental objectives,
which is to be actively charitable.
And one of the primary delivery
vehicles that carries out this biblical mission or command, is our
Benevolent Fund.

Requests for help come either
directly, by referral from someone else, or a neighborhood
agency, etc. Both Anthony and
Rev. Alcris Limongi also become aware of needs through
their visiting activities, and
speaking with folks in the neighborhood.

The fund, which was established
many years ago, is a component
of Parkdale’s annual operating
budget, but functions essentially
as an independent entity. It relies
entirely on donations and contributions, mostly from members of
our congregation, plus others in
the community. Contributions to
the fund last year totalled approximately $30,000, and some 190
different individuals/families
were helped – many of them
more than once.

Some of the guests at Parkdale’s
In From the Cold program during the winter months have benefitted from the fund.
The fund has helped some families who could not afford expenses associated with family

The fund’s proceeds are managed
and administered at the discretion
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staff have generously undertaken
to administer the voucher program directly from the store.
John says the arrangement is
working well, with a minimum
of inconvenience – and Parkdale
is very grateful for the cooperation and support! (John and his
store are also major contributors/
supporters of our IFTC program.)

members who died while on social assistance.
Another example involved a single mother of three children who
was not able to work outside the
home due to agoraphobia and
health issues. The fund helped to
secure a sewing machine and
supplies, to start a home clothing
business and support her children. The mother was very shy
and private, and was extremely
grateful for Parkdale’s help.
The fund has paid one-way bus
passage “back home” for some
individuals who came to Ottawa
seeking employment, but ended
up jobless in a shelter.

The pandemic situation has been
a significant draw on the Benevolent Fund. Anthony says that
support for families and neighbors in need has increased substantially. He has done some
shopping himself (while practicing social distancing) for such
items as necessities for babies,
special gluten-free products, and
over-the-counter medicines for
homebound and vulnerable people.

A busy voucher program
A traditionally constant and very
busy part of the fund’s support
involves offering vouchers for
food and household items. Many
of those in need are individuals
who come to the church to pick
up $20 vouchers on a bi-monthly
basis, which are then honored at
the nearby GTxpress store on
Wellington West in Hintonburg.
Because of the current coronavirus pandemic, our church
building has been closed to regular worship and programming
activities. However, to overcome
this restriction, GTxpress ownermanager John Ferguson and his

Anthony is heartened by the continuing support for the fund, not
only from members of our congregation, but also the wider
community. He regularly solicits
donations from audiences and
organizations that invite him to
speak. As well, when he is asked
at funerals how attendees could
honour the deceased, he offers
the possibility of making a donation to the Benevolent Fund.
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“I am constantly humbled by the
gratitude and the trust that many
have in Parkdale United, because
of the way we respectfully and
generously administer the fund.
People tell me all the time that
(our) church does not make them
feel undeserving or disrespected.
That love and kindness surrounds the way we support
them,” he said.

The Ottawa Mission In
These Troublesome Days:
The Ottawa Mission located
at 35 Waller Street has been
in existence since 1906 caring
for homeless people. They
offer a wide range of programs and services to help
less fortunate people seeking
shelter, food and hope. With
the Corona virus pandemic
they have had to alter many of
their services. Now they find
themselves feeding, not only
their in-house residents, but
many more who have come to
depend on them for their daily
'bread'.

How to donate
There are several ways that contributions can be made to the
Benevolent Fund:
•

•

•

•

•

Through regular weekly offerings (write Benevolent on the
Other line of your offering
envelope)
Through the special benevolent offering that is collected
during the quarterly communion worship services (use the
offering envelope with the
green border)
Through Pre-authorized Remittance (PAR), which authorizes deductions directly from
your bank or trust company
Through the Parkdale United
Church website, using the
Canada Helps link
Mailing a cheque to the
Church Office (429 Parkdale
Avenue, K1Y 1H3)

In the words of the Mission's
Master Chef Ric..."Things
have certainly changed here at
the Ottawa Mission in the last
few months. We are still feeding our residents 3 meals a
day and now, at 1pm every
day, you will see a lineup of
about 150 plus community
clients on Besserer Street
waiting to pick up their 3
takeout meals. We are still
supporting other community
agencies by delivering meals
daily for 2 John Howard

Peter Meerburg
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Society residents and 2
Youth Services Bureau residents. In total we are serving
approximately 1460 meals a
day.

over a century, he would find
a way to make it happen - and
so he did. He and his team
served a delicious roast beef
meal in-house to the residents
and then to everyone outside
in a line up which stretched
around the block.

Chef Ric has been a "fixture"
at The Mission over the years.
CEO Peter Tilley says it is
fortunate to have someone
like Chef Ric as a Team Leader who fully understands the
plight of homeless people. Not surprisingly, even
with the COVID-19 dilemma
facing them, Chef Ric was
firm that the Easter Monday
Dinner being a tradition for

It's no surprise that Chef Ric
was a recipient of this year's
Order of Ottawa. See photo of
"the 2020 Mission Easter and
1250 meals served".
Parkdale United Church has
over many years supported the
Ottawa Mission and its work
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The Healing Power of
Faith: Talking with
Katie Keys
People who have a strong faith
are better positioned to deal with
the fears and anxieties of the
Coronavirus pandemic that has
the world in its grip this year,
says a senior Parkdale member
whose long career in nursing has
given her valuable insights into
the relationship between mental
health and physical health.
Katie Keys, who will celebrate
her 93rd birthday in October, has
dedicated her entire working life
to the well-being of others. She
sums up her experience/
prescription succinctly: “Your
faith will help you have less
stress.”

in the community. During our
last "In From The Cold" season, through its CEO Peter
Tilley, we have worked with
Chef Ric to have a few of his
Chefs-In-Training assist us in
the preparation of meals for
our "In From The Cold"
guests. These Chefs-InTraining are students at Chef
Ric's "Food Services Training
Program". Indeed, this has
been a wonderful journey in a
combined effort to support
each other. We are truly grateful and blessed to be working
alongside The Mission.

She feels that our society has
deteriorated by failing to follow
the teachings of Jesus. “Our
country is based on laws found
in the Bible as a way of life. But
many people have strayed, and
think they have no place for God
or His Son in their lives. Some
do live by the 10 Commandments and the “Golden Rule,”
without knowing their origins.”

Faye Beaufort - Mission, Outreach Justice Committee.

“With the world in the devasta-
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“Our childhood was loving and
secure,” Katie recalls. Her maternal grandmother and a maiden aunt, whose fiancé had
taught school and died in the
war, lived with them, “giving us
lots of sympathy for cuts, bruises and other ailments.”
“As long as I can remember, we
were involved with the church.”
Her paternal grandmother was a
staunch Presbyterian, and she
opposed joining with the Methodist and Congregational
churches to form what (in 1925)
became the new United Church
of Canada. On Sundays, Katie
got the “full meal deal:” morning worship service from 11 to
12, then Sunday School from 3
to 4, and evening worship from
7 to 8.

tion that we see today, probably from disobeying God’s
plans as clearly stated in the
Bible, we will see more people
in trouble before we return to
sanity, and maintain our planet
to sustain life,” she said.
Irish roots
Katie was born in the small
eastern Ontario community of
Cornwall, where her parents
and grandparents were also
born. The family emigrated
from Ireland, and lived on a
land grant provided to her
mother’s side of the family.
Katie was born in 1927, followed by a sister in 1929, and a
brother in 1937. They were
blessed with ”wonderful,
Christian parents.”

She and her sister were active in
the CGIT, and the Girls’ Guild,
a successor organization. Many
Saturdays involved activities
that were initiated at church for
youth groups. She sang in the
choir and taught junior Sunday
School while in high school.
One of Katie’s close friends
during high school and nursing
school was Pam Morris, who
later met and married Jim
Leach. The Leaches moved to
Ottawa, and eventually became
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members of the Parkdale congregation. Another Cornwall childhood linkage involved Jack
Kilgour, whose family vacationed in the area. Jack also
eventually became part of the
Parkdale congregation.

Katie was introduced to Al Keys,
also widowed, by mutual friends
in 1973. Al had a daughter, Liz,
who was 10 when her Mom died.
“I had no wish to be close to anyone again, and possibly go
through that awful loss and grief,
but as we got to know each other,
I said I hoped he understood ‘I
might marry him to have a
daughter.” Liz was initially very
suspicious and jealous of Katie,
whom she viewed as a direct
competitor for her Dad’s affections. But Katie gradually formed
a loving relationship with her.

Katie and Pam were nurses’
aides at Cornwall General Hospital during the summers, and
together they enrolled in a nursing program in Montreal. Katie
took a post graduate course in
public health at McGill University with the benefit of a VON
scholarship, and was subsequently placed in Arnprior,
where she met her first husband,
John.

During that time, Katie continued
her association with St. Paul’s,
until one Sunday in 1974, Al said
that Liz didn’t want to go to
church unless Katie came with
them. “I figured my faith was
well established, and Liz was too
young to have grown in faith but
did need to attend church and
Sunday School, so I agreed to go
with them. You ask how I came
to Parkdale? From that day, there
was no turning back! As I watch
Liz today, I’m so proud of her,
and I know it was the right decision.”

A widow at 42
Katie and John settled in Ottawa,
and were members of St. Paul’s
Presbyterian Church. Katie began a distinguished career with
Ottawa Public Health until, after
15 years, she was suddenly widowed in 1969. She went back to
university for a degree in nursing
education, and then returned to
Ottawa Public Health. During
the six years she was a widow,
Katie taught Sunday School at
St. Paul’s, helped with the youth
program, and was in a very supportive Bible study group.

A new family
In the summer of 1975 Al’s
(deceased) wife’s sister and fam-
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Al, Katie was associated with a
local church’s parish nursing
program, which she unsuccessfully attempted to encourage at
Parkdale. She frequently accompanied Sue Bodkin, one of Parkdale’s former Staff Associates,
on pastoral visits to families
with newborns, and contributed
her own public health nursing
visits when appropriate.
Parkdale’s future
Katie is optimistic about Parkdale’s future. The church is strategically located as a
“community church,” in a neighborhood that will grow and
change, with many exciting possibilities. The congregation is
very welcoming, and the programs are outreach-oriented.
She is confident that the current
review of the building’s structure will result in a positive outcome.

ily invited Al, Katie and Liz to
join them for a holiday at a large
cottage resort. Each morning, Al
and Liz would stop at Katie’s
cottage en route to breakfast. One
morning, Liz said “I don’t know
why you don’t get married. You
say you love each other, and we
could be a normal family.” The
wedding was held that December
at St. Paul’s. The following years
were “marvelous” in “a normal
family,” until Al’s death in October 2017.

Katie is extremely grateful for
her association with Parkdale,
and the support she continues to
receive.

Parkdale has been the beneficiary
of Katie’s many talents, through
her serving as an Elder, teaching
Sunday School, membership in
Unit 2 of WMS, and involvement
in activities such as bazaars and
rummage sales. During some of
her winter months in Florida with

Peter Meerburg
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Celebrating the 20th year of The Messenger newsletter.
The Parkdale Messenger newsletter has been in existence for 20 years! It was
envisioned as an opportunity to communicate with our church community (and
beyond!) about news, ideas, milestones, activities, people and roles, joys and
concerns, and has been wonderfully that, thanks to contributions from many
people.

Gloria Anderson won the naming competition and the initial editors were
Kathleen Stephenson and Debbie McGregor, with an editorial committee of
Sally Osmond, Carson Duquette, Judy Cameron, Janice Gray, and Peter Meerburg, with Brian Thompson as official cartoonist. Over recent years, the editors
have been Danica Rogers and Elise Mennie with Jaylyn Wong as proofreader.
All can attest to the fun and satisfaction in receiving contributions and presenting them in a readable format (with page numbers divisible by 4 – it’s a real
challenge when you have 41 pages and have to either shorten by 1, or grow by
3)
The initial version featured advertising, as there were concerns about the printing costs, but that was stopped after a few years as donations were received to
offset the costs, and concerns were raised about the endorsements by the
church that may have been perceived. The Messenger is now printed in-house,
which is quite a lot cheaper. It is also now distributed electronically, which
means that fewer paper copies are needed.
Looking back over the past 20 years, the newsletter is a record of many years
of energetic and diverse church life. It is an opportunity to see the changes and
growth of the Parkdale congregation. In the first issue, there is a report from
the United Church Women (no longer in existence), a report of the needs assessment for a new Ministerial position (since filled and refilled), a new curriculum for the Sunday School (since changed), a sponsored ministerial student
who is now a Minister in Eastern Canada, “Way Back When” (reflections on
the early days of the Parkdale church), and a section on Random Acts of
Thankfulness (maybe this one would be a good feature to bring back - we
have lots to be thankful for).
In the April 2020 edition (pre-pandemic), there are reports on In From The
Cold, The Property Development Working Group, The Mission, Justice and
Outreach Committee, Images and Stories, a partnership with Rideauwood Addiction and Family Services and thanks from some of our local schools for
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Anthony’s presentations during Black History Month. Truly there is a constantly changing table of contents! In the twenty years in between there have
been all sorts of reflections on bible study, faith development, music, fundraising, fun, mission activities, interesting members and visitors, welcomes and
farewells, staff changes etc. A newsletter is a great record of the evolution of
our church community life.
Happy anniversary Parkdale Messenger, and may we continue to record, celebrate and communicate the life and energy of the Parkdale United Church community.
Some of the photographic records of the first 20 years can be seen on the following pages 51-59

Brian Thompson’s cartoon from the first issue
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OPEN PRAYER TIME
On Thursdays at 11:00 am for a
half hour there is an open phone
prayer. Dial 343 882 1920 and
then enter 343 882 6443# and
you will be connected to an ongoing prayer.

PRAYING

Note: If you need/want to pray
one-on-one , email
alcris@parkdaleunitedchurch.ca
to call you back.

PRAYER REQUESTS INBOX
alcris@parkdaleunitedchurch.ca
Prayers continue to flow in this
time of Pandemic. Please feel
free to send your prayer requests: for you, your loved ones,
our country, the world. Whatever you feel moved in your heart
to pray for, share it with us so
we join in with you.

SOME SUGGESTED
PRAYER INTENTIONS FOR
THIS MONTH

In your personal prayers to God
you could include:
•

PRAYER GROUPS
Our regular praying groups continue (Prayer Group and Cancer
Focus Prayer Group). We are
gathering on the phone to pray
for our congregation’s needs and
specific requests in a confidential manner. Members of our
Pastoral Care Team continue to
pray for and stay in touch with
our elder saints in this difficult
time. Given the circumstances in
long-term care residences, let us
keep them in our prayers too.

•

•

•
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Families who have lost loved
ones; especially remember
people impacted by the massacre in Nova Scotia
(families, friends, community, Canada).
People dying alone and loved
ones dealing with grief in
times of social isolation.
Parkdalers going through
health challenges (i.e., postsurgery, chemo treatment,
waiting for results, traumatisms, etc.)
Isolation and fear in care
homes (residents, families,
and all staff)

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Frontline workers and volunteers (medical doctors, nurses, technicians, janitors,
cooks, volunteers, PSWs).
We have a number of people
in our congregation serving
in the health care system.
Please pray for them and
their families for safety,
health, strength and faith as
they are dealing with an
enormous amount of stress
daily.
For mental and spiritual
health; remember those suffering from depression, anxiety, and other mental and
emotional issues.
People living alone and in
need of assistance.
For those falling into the
system cracks; especially
unhoused individuals and
families.
Ottawa Mission.
Governments to make wise
decisions
Researchers to find vaccines
and cure for COVID-19
Parents schooling children at
home
For healthy family dynamics
People who have lost their
jobs and small business owners who are forced to close
For vision to see the big picture and grace to live in the
present, day by day.

•
•

•

For patience to accept what
we cannot control and wisdom to make the most of this
time.
For children and youth.
For first nations people living
conditions and the impact of
COVID -19 on their communities
Things to be thankful for

Let us remember the old grace
song: “ For health and strength
and daily food we praise thy
name, O Lord!”
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Getting to Know Myself

grandkids, friends or go anywhere
except for walks on my own. My
anxiety doubled and I didn’t know
how I was going to cope.
I have been living on my own for
several years but the last few years,
since retiring and losing both my
parents, the loneliness has become
very difficult. To cope with it, I
spend as much time as I can out
somewhere with friends, families,
classes, groups, etc. Anywhere, just
so I am not home alone. Now, how
was I going to handle all this time
alone?
I watched the TV every day, all day,
anxiously waiting to hear what was
coming next. But as the weeks, and
now months, have passed, I have
become very thankful for this special
time in my life. Actually, I feel like
it is a gift and I have learned so
much that I don’t want to go back to
the old ways. I hope I don’t.

When I first heard about the
COVID-19 and that we were going
to have to self-isolate for a few
weeks, the thought of staying home
alone seemed impossible. I was
initially glued to the television set
day after day, and the more I
learned about it, the more anxious I
became.

Fortunately, the first two weeks flew
by because I am on Parkdale’s Council and we were having to make decisions about what the church should
do during the pandemic. We held a 3
hour telephone meeting with over 20
people. I had never done that before
and was amazed at how well it
worked. Then we moved onto Zoom
and meetings were even better. Two
important decisions were made at
these meetings. One, that we would
start to have virtual services each
Sunday and it has proven to be a
great way to worship and feel con-

Very early, they identified people
over 60 as the most vulnerable and I
heard it said in some countries that
if they didn’t have enough medication or hospital rooms for everyone
and they had to choose, they might
choose younger people. That was
quite alarming. And just then, my
allergist called to tell me that I had
asthma and I was to self-quarantine
as if I already had the virus. This
meant I wasn’t to see my kids,
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I had to do two weeks in advance
and that caused a lot of stress since I
usually shop every few days – what
on earth was I going to need for two
whole weeks. Initially, my son
picked the groceries up but I do it
myself now. And now you can order for pickup anytime after three
days so that is a relief.

nected with everyone; even though,
we can’t see them. It will be interesting to see if these continue after
the pandemic for those who are
unable to attend services.
The second decision was even more
significant for these unsettled times.
It was suggested that we implement
a buddy system so that everyone
has someone to call each day as a
way of checking in, to discuss any
problems, anxieties, uncertainties
we might be facing. As a result, I
have called a girlfriend every morning for the last 8 weeks. The support this has provided has been
wonderful, especially for someone
living on their own.
I think learning Zoom has been the
most important tool for this time. I
Zoom a couple of times a week
with my family; I Zoom regularly
with friends and groups I belong
too; as well as, for various meetings. It has been a great way to stay
connected, especially since I can’t
see my grand kids any other way.
And a cousin in Tennessee is in the
process of setting up a Zoom meeting with cousins in North Carolina,
Georgia, Florida, Washington State,
England and Canada. This will be
great since some of them I have
never met! I think Zoom is in my
life to stay (until the next app
comes along).

When my son used to drop off the
groceries at the door, we usually
talked for a while, and one day, I
was really freaking out about everything and how long the pandemic
was going to last, and he told me,
“Mum, stop watching the news!” So
fortunately, I took his advice and
turned off CNN.
I had been addicted to CNN since
911 and just kept in on all the time
– especially, living alone, I liked to
have some background noise. So, I
switched to music on the radio instead. I can’t tell you what a huge
change this has been for someone
who had watched the news constantly. But now I figure if anything
major happens, someone will let me
know. It has been so relaxing not to
be continually bombarded by all the
negative events.
Another change was I decided to go
for a walk every day now that the
weather was getting warmer. It always makes me feel like I have
been out somewhere and makes me
feel so much better when I get
home. Then one day, as I was walking, this thought suddenly came into
my mind. I realized this was the

Another new technology I had to
learn was online grocery shopping
from Loblaws. The ordering itself
wasn’t too bad but in the beginning,
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calmest I had felt since .. since ..
since grade 8! And I was stunned!
It made me realize that in your
elementary school years, life is fun
and exciting and everything is new.
Then by the time you get to High
School, life slowly gets busier and
busier. You work hard to get good
marks, you are on the student council, you start playing school sports,
taking swimming lessons, piano
lessons and babysitting; then there
is university, getting a job, getting
married, raising a family, looking
after elderly parents and grand kids
- it is non-stop for years and years.

music after all these years of avoiding it and I am finding it so calming.
So, looking back, this has been a
good time. I have a buddy to call
each morning; I can continue to
experience worship services; I have
learned new technology which has
allowed me to stay connected with
family and old friends, as well as,
make new friends; I have given up
CNN (a major change for me), and
now I even like classical music.
This is the most relaxed I have felt
in years. And this peaceful time has
helped me get to know myself better
and I am very grateful for that.

But now, in this pandemic, there is
nothing I have to do. I am finally
still. I was amazed at how much I
was liking it. I can eat, read, do
anything I want when I want. I am
so much more relaxed and am really enjoying it. I so hope I can stay
this way when life goes back to
normal (whatever that will be).

As I said earlier, it has been a gift.
I know that someday, this too shall
pass but I am not in any hurry to go
back to my old lifestyle of rushing,
rushing, rushing.
Carolynn Halkett
May, 2020

And last week, another dramatic
change happened. I stumbled upon
classical music and, surprisingly,
am really enjoying it even though I
never have before. It is all because
of Hauser, a very talented, young
cello player from Croatia who
popped up on my Facebook one
day. Several of his concerts are on
Youtube, including one he has
done during the pandemic to pay
tribute to first responders. I can’t
believe I am listening to classical
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SUNDAY SCHOOL DURING A
PANDEMIC!

who he was. So one day they simply
had to ask him. And he said,“I am
the Light.” Let’s enjoy the Light.
We have an opening and closing
song and sometimes one in between.
Unfortunately singing live, as a
group isn’t quite possible because of
the lag, so we are using music videos. We have some familiar songs
like Awesome God, Lord I lift your
name on High. We introduce new
ones based on the scripture like He is
the Light, 1-2-3 Jesus is Alive, Faith
As Small as a Mustard Seed, Song of
the Prodigal Son.
Liz, Julie, Wendy and Dennis have
been preparing the children’s story
and Bible stories. Some adapting has
to be done with the Superbook
Academy lessons, because we are
combining the Godly Play class and
Orange room (grades 2-5) and have
some of our Junior youth who participate. We end in prayer and then
there are all the “goodbyes” which
can take a few minutes.

After a few weeks of testing technology platforms, trying different ways
of offering programming and engaging the children and youth, we have
settled into a rhythm. Sunday
School is meeting on Sunday mornings at 10am using the RingCentral
platform (similar to ZOOM). The
comment I hear most often from the
parents? “It’s so much easier to get
the kids ready for church!”. It isn’t
uncommon for children (or parents)
to join while in pyjamas, with a bowl
of cereal or snack nearby. There are
a lot of coffee mugs too.

Junior and Senior Youth

This has taken some adaptation as
well. The Junior group meets on
Wednesday evenings at 8pm and
senior youth on Sunday evenings at
9pm. Both groups open with the
lighting of the candle and prayer.
We have been watching Christian
music videos and Spoken Word Poetry. The lyrics are shown on the

Everyone starts joining at 10 and,
after a few minutes of hellos and
catching up, we begin with the
Lighting of the Candle, which is
used in the various classes at church.
“Once there was someone who said
such amazing things and did such
wonderful things that people began
to follow him. But they didn’t know
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screen first or during the video, and
then we have some discussion about
it. When we watched “Jesus IS
(Spoken Word)” by Clayton Jennings, this led to a discussion with
our junior youth about Jesus and
what they feel about Him. He is
“amazing, good, unseen, great, creator, faithful, amazing, love, true
ruler, cool, God, the gates”.
“Challenges and Blessings of the
Week” is one conversation we have
early on in the gathering. The isolation has been hard for them. They
miss their friends and the interaction
with them. However, technology is
something they are used to and
communication with their friends
was being done through games and
social media before the pandemic. We showed a meme a few
weeks ago, where it said that
“teenagers had been preparing for
this for their whole lives!” Most of
the youth are finding homework
challenging. Many have quite a bit
and, although they are home “all the
time”, it is still a lot.

biking? They answered that they see
Him while playing games with their
family and on walks when they see
the beauty of the trees and all the
animals and birds.

When we discussed the blessings of
the pandemic and things that they
are planning to carry forward, they
said that they would continue working out more, save money, and
“making my life more interesting”. In one meeting, our junior
youth talked about where they see
Jesus and what you find beautiful
when you are out walking/

Many blessings,
Camille

Riddles and games like Boggle were
tried for a couple of weeks. The
youth like the competition. In the
last 2-3 weeks, we have introduced a
trivia game using the platform called
“Kahoot”. There is a theme, like
Marvel, Disney movies or board
games. The question appears on the
screen with 4 possible answers, they
answer, and after 10-15 questions,
winners are placed on the virtual
podium.

The pandemic has been a challenge
in many respects, however the youth
continue to support one another and
enjoy each other’s company
online. Thank you to all who are
able to help support the ministry
during these unusual times. And
thank you to the children and youth
for your ideas and participation.

"Happiness is a choice, not a result.
Nothing will make you happy until
you choose to be happy...Your happiness will not come to you. It can
only come from you".~ R.Marston
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Freddy and Isaac Andrews, Reading
Scripture Lesson, Parkdale United
Church, May 3, 2020

Mother, Daughter and Granddaughter offering
highest praise, Alleluia, by Mozart Sunday,
May 17, 2020 (recorded)
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NAMBY and PAMBY
SURPRISE ONE ANOTHER

are familiar enough with the Bible to
know that comes from the Psalm for
all, The 23rd! Yes, that’s what the
sounds do to me. It’s as if they are
the quiet space between the storm
raging throughout the country with
its impact on our individual and collective minds.

Dear Namby,
Surprise! Surprise! Bet you didn’t
think that I would be making History by writing you a letter at this
time. I expect that you will probably
say to yourself, “so, whom is he
trying to impress now? Certainly not
me! And to boot, who does he think
that he is, referring to himself as a
“History Maker?”

So, do you see? I’m really OK and
the only history that I am making is
that, for once, I am writing down
what I am saying and sending it to
you rather than chatting with you at
the bus stop or on the bus. That’s
special, don’t you think?

No, I’m not feeling the effects of
Coronavirus Isolation, having illusions or some kind of mental breakdown which some of our Health
Care professionals have been mentioning as one of the possible effects
of our confinement. After all, there
is and will be enough Coronavirus
history to occupy our own generation and the generations that follow
us for years to come. So neither I
nor any other eager beaver should
imagine that she has anything to add
to that chronicle.

But let me stop rambling on and tell
you about some history. Just a small
part of it is about me, so let’s get
that out of the way. Here goes.
My Dad died in the Spring of 2001.
This was enough to make the year
unforgettable. Around the same
time, I started attending church
again, another United Church, located in the west of the city. Its name
was Parkdale United. I can’t remember what brought me there, but on
my first visit, I was attracted by the
preaching of the comparatively
young minister. The coffee hour
after the service offered an opportunity to meet congregation members who seemed friendly enough.
I continued attending in the next
months. Up came September and
scared the world with 9/11. Another
event also occurred, not global in
scope but very important in the history of Parkdale United. The whole

As for my mental wellbeing, I live
near the water and a few parks and
have found that walking beside the
water which, fortunately, may be
either the Rideau Canal or River,
strolling in the woods where I am
greeted by chipmunks, squirrels, the
occasional groundhog. (The raccoons are usually too busy scavenging to pay me any attention.) The
sparrows and the whistle of the wind
“restores my soul“. I know that you
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congregation is remembering and
celebrating it today. Can you guess
what it is?
OK, you don’t have to know or remember everything, but The Messenger, the monthly Newsletter that
keeps Parkdale members informed
about Church news, was launched.
And guess what? It’s 20 years old
today and this month’s edition hits
the 200 mark.
I know you like birthday parties; this
is one of a different kind. Hope that
you will join the fun!
Your chatting mate,
Pamby

Dear Pamby,
Sorry to hear about your Dad’s
death! You never mentioned it before but if it got you back to church,
I’m sure that he would have been
pleased. And your Mum too!

dreaded Covid-19.
For your information, while you have
been boasting about hobnobbing with
little critters in the woods and suddenly pretending to like water, I have
been checking out a bunch of stuff,
even Church News.
Call it accident or what you will, but
this week I happened to be chatting
with two long-time Parkdale members (they happened to be friends of
some of my friends) in Mooney’s Bay
Park—6 feet apart, of course.
They talked excitedly about Parkdale
as an active congregation with activities addressing the needs and interests
of the diverse groups that it serves.
They highlighted two, one “In From
the Cold “, now close to twenty
years, running from November to
March every Fall and Winter and the
other, the same Messenger that you
seemed to be bragging about.

You started off talking about History, so I guess I should thank you for
the surprise. But before I say more,
let me set the record straight!

Having once been involved with a
Newsletter, I asked what was so special about this one. Was it to be celebrated just because it came to life in
the same year and the same month as
9/11?

How many times must I tell you to
stop making assumptions about me?
I know that we haven’t seen one
another since the shutdown, but
you’ve got to be dreaming if you
are imagining that because I had to
do my 14 days in isolation after the
March break, I don’t think that anything is going on in the city but the

I got a mouthful for an answer. It was
impressive and unique. They wrapped
it neatly around the letter “C”. It was
a Challenge for the editorial team and
all who contributed over the twenty
years! And the challenge required
Commitment, Consistency and Continuity for success.
I said “Wow! You guys are real
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fans.” Then, suddenly, they used a word beginning with a completely different letter. They said, “We must add ‘FAITH’ to complete the story.
So there!! I’m not out of the loop after all.
Your chatting-mate,
Namby

Copyright @ John Harewood

Some photos from 20 years of Messengers
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Parkdale United Church
We respond to God’s call and Jesus’ teachings
by:

Uniting in joyful worship as an
act of praise and gratitude, for
inspiration and guidance

Providing learning opportunities for the Christian way of
life and to enhance Biblical
literacy

Supporting each other
through
pastoral care and concern

Promoting justice

Reaching out to
people in need
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